Humanitarian Update #82

as of December 31, 2023
During the last days of December, we received several videos thanking UCCA for their continued support throughout the year.

Including from:

Units in snowy Kharkiv thanking UCCA for providing Starlink communication systems and batteries...
67th Separate Mechanized Brigade
for generators and warm weather gear

95th Air Assault Brigade
for GPS equipment and batteries
...from the 130th Separate Reconnaissance Battalion – Zaporizhzhya – who received generators, drones and GPS equipment from UCCA
UCCA continues to help enhance Ukraine’s sight... by soliciting donations to help provide for drones to units on the frontlines.
Humanitarian deliveries

UCCA continues to procure, sort, pack and deliver food and hygiene...
...along with warm winter gear, including sleeping bags, to units on the frontlines.
#SupportUkraine

**UCCA wishes all of our supporters a very Happy and Healthy New Year.**

Thanks to your support in 2023, UCCA was able to deliver crucial non-lethal military assistance to our freedom fighters defending democracy against tyranny as well as provide direct relief to help alleviate the humanitarian challenges Ukrainians face due to Russia’s unprovoked genocidal war.

**UCCA hopes it can count on your continued generous financial contributions in 2024.**

May the New Year bring victory and peace to Ukraine!

Please know that 100% of #SupportUkraine funds received by UCCA are used for goods that are distributed in Ukraine.